
The Topology-Map is model based and therefore
scales rapidly and accurately. The validation
reduces the number of errors in the topology
code and consequently debugging time.

Topology Map

Through its Eclipse based graphical and textual
interface, Poly-Mapper enables rapid recon�guration
of the topology layout and resources allocated
for communication. This allows the
user to try di�erent mappings and con�gurations
in a short period of time. The user can
therefore easily balance performance with target
system resource constraints.
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Poly-MapperTM is a GUI based, simple, �exible tool for rapid creation of validated 
multicore communications topologies.
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PolyCore Software, Inc., provides run-time solutions and tools for multicore platforms simplifying application 
migration to multicore, while preserving existing software investments thus improving time to market while 
reducing development costs and risk. 
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The topology’s nodes and links are laid out on
a canvas. The properties and resources of the
nodes, links and other topology components
are easily de�ned. Poly-Mapper builds and validates
the topology and generates an XMLbased
Topology-Map. The Topology-Map contains
the structure and the properties of the
topology. The topology in a closely distributed
target system is static and the Topology-Map is
also statically con�gured, allowing for validation
and optimization.

The Poly-Mapper, Poly-Generator and Poly-
Messenger/MCAPI combination provides separation 
between the multicore application and the 
communications topology. MCAPI-ready functional 
modules are easily re-mapped to di�erent cores, at 
con�guration time, and the topology resources and 
con�guration are modi�ed and optimized, without 
modi�cation of the application source code. This 
allows the application developer to quickly and 
accurately evaluate di�erent mappings and 
con�guration to balance performance and resource 
allocation.
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